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Cisco Umbrella is a secure internet gateway that provides the first line of defense against threats on the internet wherever 
users go. Our global infrastructure handles over 120 billion internet requests a day, which our security engine analyzes to learn 
where attacks are being staged even before the first victim is hit.

Cloud security platform and threat intelligence.

DATASHEET

Cisco Umbrella  
Enforcement
Powerful, effective  
security protection  
that deploys in minutes 

First line of defense against threats 
Block malware, phishing, and command & control callbacks 
over any port or protocol—before threats reach you.

Visibility & protection everywhere 
Gain the visibility needed to protect internet access across 
all devices on your network, all office locations, and roaming 
users.

Integrations to amplify existing investments 
Integrate with existing tools and feeds to extend protection 
and enrich your incident response data.

Our consumer products 
OpenDNS PremiumDNS improves reliability, speeds up connectivity, and adds visibility to 
enterprise networks.

OpenGraphiti is an open-source 3D visualization framework to help data scientists visualize 
and work with semantic networks.

OpenDNS Home adds parental controls to any on-network personal device.

Umbrella Prosumer* protects personal devices on- or off-network via our Windows, or 
Mac, or iOS agents (*only available for 1-5 users).

Cisco Umbrella Investigate  
Intelligence
Threat intelligence on  
domains IPs, file hashes, &  
networks across the internet 

A live graph of global & historical internet activity
The most complete view of the relationships and evolution 
of internet domains, IPs, networks, and malware.

Pivot through attackers’ infrastructures
Use our dynamic search engine or RESTful API to  mine our 
diverse data sets and statistical models.

Enrich your SIEM data and speed up workflows
Use our global context and predictive intelligence to 
prioritize incident response and stay ahead of attacks.
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Malware

C2 Callback

Phishing

Custom (API)

Status & scores

Co-occurrences
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Attributios

Patterns & GEOs

Identity

Internal IP

Hostname

Ad user

Hostname

Cisco Umbrella 
security researchers

208.67.222.222 Domain, IP, ASN, Email, File

Console SIEM, etc.
API

Try Umbrella today
Visit signup.umbrella.com for a 
free 14 day trial of Umbrella. If 
your organization has 1000+ users, 
you’re qualified for the Umbrella 
Security Report, which provides a 
detailed post-trial analysis. 

https://signup.umbrella.com/
https://learn-umbrella.cisco.com/solution-briefs/umbrella-security-report
https://learn-umbrella.cisco.com/solution-briefs/umbrella-security-report

